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Tiara
The dungeons beneath Tiara are closed until
further notice.
Black Rock Clan: The Sovereignty of Cata.
Reports King Arthur and his knights have
ended the reign of Olwynn Gidotyut. A
powerful barbarian chief of the evil goblin
horde. The Clan was nearly massacred but it
is rumored that his son survived.
Telerie: The first human bodies after the
razing of the elf settlement in the Valley of
the Telerie have been identified. It is
Sasorlim. He was a resident of Imaril. His
legacy as a Scout (Holy Warrior) of Quitari
has been entered into the great record. He
was very old, a human over 100 years of
age. All his riches were given away years
ago and he leaves no heirs.
Celestial Choir: Rune Jayis the leader of this
small group of Bards has returned after being
missing for several months.
Crossroads: A visiting Holy Warrior of
Allyra, Greenleaf Sinilnil, Emissary to the Fairy
Council, was murdered in his sleep. The suspect
Icabod Fraimd a Defender of the Curious
apparently slew him. Greenleaf was a Hysbil,
and will be returned to his homeland for burial.
This after reports of a mysterious man
apparently a Lord of Sin has been seen in the
area.

Elf Lands: Jyn Ashblade a holy warrior of
Tylora is still wanted for the theft of several
artifacts stolen from the Temple Vaults in the
City of Misty Vale. The reward has been
increased to 5,000gc for his capture (Dead or
alive)
The Tiara River Inn: In every respect her
owner Zmine Dara has followed her vision
and brought the Inn to reality. The river view
and magical ambience make the visit great
for romance or a private meeting. The food is
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very exotic and she claims it comes from
another world. It is on the expensive side
catering to the well to do of the city. The
inn has already seen some of the city’s
finest, including our mayor Countessa De
La Soule who said her meeting in the
private bridge tower was one of a kind.
The Orphans: The adventuring party of
Regnum Eon has been found alive, in NE
Aviron. Their tale is a harrowing one.
They are best known for slaying the vile
Nightmare Beast, plaguing Northern
Regnum Eon. The beast is said to be as
big as a barn. All the members of the
group sacrificed everything to save one
of its members. It paid off, this time.
Call to Arms: The leadership of Solint
in the Mineral Islands has put out a call
of great rewards for those who help the
king win back his country form the evil
forces that now hold his capital. The
Centaurs have recently pledged to his
Banner and Lord Jokar has asked all
Centaurs to join in the glorious fight.
Food (*****): The Tiara River Inn is a
5 star establishment. Its food is truly out
of this world. Zmine and her brother are
refugees from the world of Zephyr and
have left their mark on this world and
the city. We had a dish called Wasabi
Noodle Surprise. This is my first time
having this dish, it is so unique I can’t
compare it to anything else, it was
unique and delicious.
Obits: Bargor Sepron, a wizard of
Quitari has died in the Elf lands. He
leaves his fortunes including his Helm of
the Sea King to his granddaughter
Breeanne Sepron.
To the Cat: We will have to play later I am
busy elsewhere but will wait for you.
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